Latch x Auxiliary Deadbolt, Key x Key - Escutcheon
Assembly Installation
6. Carefully locate the exterior plate assembly on the
spindle and onto the door. With both plates in place,
you can now test that the latch does not bind.

Prepare the Door
These instructions are for the installation of a
passage latch and a key x key auxiliary deadbolt set on
an escutcheon plate.

Once satisfied that the alignment is proper, you
can now tighten the face plate screws on the latch.

1. If your door is not pre-drilled for the latch and
auxiliary dead bolt, use the provided template for the
bolt. Mark hole locations on the door.

Attach the plates to the door
7. If the plates are surface mounted, mark the screw
hole locations. Punch and drill pilot holes for all the
surface mount screws and carefully install the screws.

It is a good idea to lightly pencil a backset line on
the interior side of the door, parallel to the door edge.
Your spindle and deadbolt holes will all fall on this line.

(Through bolt locations)

2. Using the drill & bore sizes specified on the template, carefully drill the door. A minimum 1-5/8” cross
bore is required to accommodate the toggle mechanism on the deadbolt.

If your plates are using through bolts instead of
surface mount screws, you will need to mark the location for the screws and drill two 9/32” holes in the door.
Use the screw holes in the interior plate to determine
the location. These holes will be centered on the backset line.

If your hardware is using a spring assist mechanism, assure that the door has been routed sufficiently
to accommodate the spring unit attached to the plate.

Carefully tighten the through bolts until the plates
sit firmly in place.

Install the Latch & Escutcheons

NOTE: Never use power tools to tighten the through
bolts! Too much torque will strip the mounting attachments from the exterior plate!

3. Install the latch body and face plate into the door
and secure loosely with the screws provided. Do not
tighten completely at this time. You will need to check
alignment and function after it has been installed.
Backset

Using the Allen Wrench provided, tighten the set
screw on the exterior knob/lever firmly.

Face Plate

Install the Dead Bolt
8. Install the dead bolt body with the plastic sleeve
and face plate into the door and secure with the face
plate screws provided.
Before installing the two deadbolt cylinders, slide
the provided deadbolt bracket through the bolt body
as shown on the assembly drawing. The legs should
protrude from the interior side towards the exterior.

Face Plate
Screws

Latch Body

Pilot Holes

Backset

Check alignment and function

Face Plate

Toggle Mechanism

4. Begin by inserting the spindle through the spring
assist unit on the interior plate and into lever. Tighten
the lever set screw.

1-5/8”
Cross
Bore

5. Locate the interior plate on the door surface, sliding the spindle through the latch. Make sure the spindle is centered in the latch body. To prevent binding,
we recommend the grooves in the spindle be facing
up, away from the set screws.

Face Plate
Screws

Dead Bolt
Body
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Plastic Sleeve

Door Jamb

9. When installing a double cylinders, you will note
that each cylinder has a split, fork-like tail piece. Each
will fit into the deadbolt in an interlocking manner.

15. Carefully measure the jamb to determine the exact
location that the lock bolt will land when the door is
fully closed. Mark the location. Using the strike plate
as a template, outline the shape and begin to mortise
the door jamb 3/16” deep to accept the strike and
security plate.

10. Begin by inserting the exterior cylinder into a
blocking ring, then insert these items in place on the
exterior plate, with the tailpiece fitting into the deadbolt body horizontally.

Door Jamb

11. Repeat step 10 with the interior cylinder and blocking ring, with the tailpiece oriented vertically. SecureTrim for
screw clearance
Security Plate
the cylinders together
with the two screws provided.
The screw will pass through the interiorDust
cylinder
Box and the
Strike
Plate and screw into the exterior cylinder.
dead bolt
bracket,
Note: The screws provided are intended for a wide
range of door sizes. They will need to be measured and
cut to the proper length for your door size.

Strike
Screws

12. Check each cylinder for proper function. If binding
occurs, your alignment is probably off because the
screws are too long or not tightened evenly. Check the
length of each screw and cut down if necessary.
13. In thicker doors, instead of a split tailpiece the
exterior cylinder will have a standard tailpiece. This will
need to be cut to length at the time of installation.

Trim for
screw clearance

Security Plate

Split
Tailpiece

Through Bolt
(x2)

Dead Bolt
Body

Exterior Cylinder

7/8”

17. Install the dust box and security plate. It will be
helpful for you to trim the wings on the dust box so the
long security screws pass through into the jamb and
wall stud beyond.

Collar or Escutcheon

Dead Bolt
Bracket

1”

Note The long screws should be positioned on the
side of the plate closer to the center of the jamb.

Door Over 2” Thick

Solid
Tailpiece

1-3/8”

16. Mortise the dust box cavity as shown. Position
the security plate in the jamb and mark the screw hole
locations. Drill 1/8” diameter pilot holes for the screws.

Carefully calculate the length the exterior tailpiece
will need to be to engage with the split tailpiece, then
cut to the appropriate length. Install the exterior cylinder as described in step 10 with the tailpiece fitting
into the deadbolt body horizontally.

Blocking Ring

Dust
Box

3/16”
Mortise

Thick Door Application

Pilot
Holes

Long Screw

Strike Plate

Lo

Dust Box

Strike
Screws

Dust
Box

Interior Cylinder

3/16”
Mortise

18. Finally, install the strike plate over top of the security
plate, using the finished strike screws as shown.

14. Refer to steps 11 and 12 above in order to complete
your installation.
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1”

Assembly Cross Section
Exterior

1-3/4” Door

Interior

Undermount
Attachment
(Optional)

Through Bolt
(Optional )
Interior
Blocking Ring

Escutcheon
Plate

Through Bolt
(Cut to Size, x2)

Dead Bolt
Body

Exterior
Dead Bolt
Cylinder

Split
Tailpiece
(Vertical)

Interior
Dead Bolt
Cylinder

Exterior
Blocking Ring
Split
Tailpiece
(Horizontal)

Dead Bolt
Bracket

Optional
Spring Assist
Door Prep.
1-3/4” doors
or thicker.

Center to center may vary.
(5-1/2” standard, 3” minimum)

Spring Assist
Assembly
(Optional)

Nylatron Washer

Lever
or Knob

Set Screw

Spindle

Allen Wrench
Surface Mount
Screws
(Standard )

Drawing for reference only; Not to scale.
Hardware may appear different than the drawings.
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